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PUDDY LAKE AREA 
PLAN G-0118 

MINNING CLAIM TENURE ID NUMBERS 
 

106594, 178013, 244757, 299298, 299299, 300852 
 

 
Donald Plumridge (183109) 

 
PROSPECTING REPORT  

 
 
LOCATION:  
 

This property is 50 km southwest of the town of Armstrong ON. 
 
ACCESS: 
 

I left Thunder Bay by float plane at 10:30 a.m. on the 9th of October 2017 and 
proceeded 91 miles north to Obonga Lake where I picked up Glenn Speirs to 
assist me with the geo referencing of claim posts for claim #1245540 as well as 
the collection of ore samples. 
We then proceeded on to Puddy Lake where we docked the aircraft in a protected 
bay and proceeded 1.72 km by boat to the #4 WP, which was easily visible on the 
shore. 
 
We then followed the ribboned and blazed trail .24 km to the #3 corner post and 
commenced to GPS the coordinates. On our return to the #4 WP we investigated 
possible outcrops but determined that the overburden was such that we did not 
have access to the bedrock, we took one sample but on reflection felt that the 
source was as likely a large bolder which had been deposited there and decided 
not to use the sample in this work report. 
 
We then proceeded east by boat .81 km to the #1 WP which was visible from the 
lake. We then walked 4.2 km to the #2 corner post. 
 
On our return to the boat we collected 5 ore samples which were labeled as 
sample numbers 0431, 0441, 0451, 0461 & 0471 in reference to the tags assigned 
by the Garman 650 used to record their locations. Sample 0431 was collected 
from a rock face in an area which consisted of small ravines which ran east and 
west. 
Sample 0441 was collected in a clearing which evidence suggested had been the 
sight of extensive drilling in the past. From here we proceeded north down the hill 
to the lake. On the way we notice what appeared to be evidence of past trenching 
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operations and collected sample number 0451. Sample 0461 was collected from a 
small rock face near the shore and sample 0471 was collected from the bedrock 
adjacent to the #1 WP. 
 
We then returned to the Beaver aircraft a distance of 2.54 km. we then flew to 
Obonga Lake where Glenn Speirs was dropped off and I then returned to Thunder 
Bay. 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
STYLE OF WORK CARRIED OUT: 
 
 We used a G.P.S. (Garmin Rhino 650) and a Sylva Ranger Compass. 
The majority of the area is treed with a mixture of black spruce with some jack pine and 
birch. Locations referred to are numbered with corresponding numbers on the 
accompanying map, as well as an ORE SAMPLE DATA SHEET showing the UTM 
coordinates. 
 
SUMMARY: 
 
 The prospecting for this day was carried out in reasonably good weather and the 
conditions were such that we were not rushed or distracted from the task. It is apparent 
from first glance that some of the areas sampled might warrant further investigation. The 
samples will be reviewed to determine if a geological assay is warranted in the future. 
 
 
 
 
 
This work was done by Don Plumridge and Glenn Spiers and the report was prepared  
by Don Plumridge. 
 
 
  

                              
Don Plumridge___________________________________ Date December 29, 2019 
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LOCATION ID Claim # Descriptions

0431 E 319240.08 N 5537885.4 178013
Greenish to grey colouring with rust 
appearing in fishers

0441 E 319244.1 N 5537963.96 178013
greenish grey colour with burgundy 
streaks and metallic speck visible

0451 E 319239.35 N 5538035.19 299298
Salmon and green colour with black 
metallic and rust visible at break

0461 E 319238.1 N 5538071.62 299298 Black to grey colour with soapy texture

0471 E 319252.58 N 5538097.8 299298
greenish grey with red patches an rust in 
pockets

UTM MAP CO-ORDINATES

MINNING CLAIM TENURE ID NUMBERS

106594, 178013, 244757, 299298, 299299, 300852

Client Number (183109)

Sample Collection Data Sheet
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